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James Russell JP 
    “ His enthusiasm for everything pertaining to the Vale is  

reflected not only in his presentation of cups for local 

sportsmen, but his interest and active participation in the affairs 

of the district.” 
                               News Paper World 1936 



Introduction 

When the idea of producing a book on the history of the Russell Cup first came about, it seemed to 

us that  collecting material for such a volume shouldn't be all that difficult, after all, the many 

people we had spoken to had memories of either playing  in the tournament or watching from the 

sidelines and seeing the cup presentation. They spoke of things like school strips, football boots  

and studs, goal scorers, headmasters and janitors and playing fields, school photos and school 

badges. There were some people who had team photographs, at least they knew someone who had 

them. It seemed that the information was there in abundance.  

There were many good natured remarks made among these Russell Cup supporters and 

participants. One I heard from a team player who had been asked what happened to his team during 

the last war. He said  “ While your team wis back hame playing fitba mines wis oot fighting the 

war”. To which the reply came,  “Aye ye wir that frightened tae meet us on the park, that ye choose 

tae fight a war instead.” This was typical of the good humoured discussions.  

Of the countless pieces of information we received one piece was always missing. Every time we 

spoke to someone they always asked us the same question, “Who was Russell?”  No one knew 

anything about the man whose name adorns the cup. It would be unthinkable to do a piece on the 

Russell cup without even giving the man a mention. 

 The first thing we discovered was that he was  ‘Newspaper man.’ This  at  least this gave us 

something to go on, and from there we started to get to know something of the man. 

Mr James Russell was born, lived and worked in the Vale of Leven. He ran a photography business 

at 138 Main Street in Alexandria ( this business would be taken over by Leddy and Glen.  A stamp 

on the back of a 1950s teams photo reads as follows)                 

                                                               T. M. GLEN 

Successor  to James Russell 

 News                   Press 

 Correspondent  Photographer 

138 Main Street 

 Alexandria           Tel. 36 

 Dumbartonshire 

 Russell was indeed a newspaper man, but not just simply that, as  can  be  seen  from  an  article in 

a 1936 issue of  the  “ Newspaper World”  entitled.  

Russell Of The Vale 

“ Mr James Russell, J.P., of Alexandria, Dumbartonshire— has been described as ‘The father of 

Scottish Local Correspondents.’ and only those who do not know him will fail to see how apt is 

this description of the man. He is a native of the beautiful Vale of Leven and has been in the 

journalistic game for over 35 years. Within the last seven years or so he has developed his 

photographic department to a high standard of efficiency, while his news service is well known. He 

is a member of both the Institute and the N.U.J. 

 “ Russell was made a Justice of the Peace for his public services on the recommendation of  



Sir Iain Colquhoun, and  he is justly proud of the honour conferred upon him. He has been a 

director of  the Vale of Leven Football Club  Ltd., and while serving in this capacity he 

raised about £2,000 for the club, but even this was not enough, for when he resigned for 

business and health reasons he paid his share of an overdraft on the covered terracing of 

Millburn Park—the club ground—which amounted to £210. 

  His enthusiasm for everything pertaining to the Vale is reflected not only in  his 

presentation of cups for local sportsmen, but his interest and active participation in the affairs 

of the district; in the Vale of Leven natives’ and Residents’ association, and the Vale 

Veterans’ Club, of which he is the Hon. Patron. Others services  which Russell has rendered 

to the community which he serves, were the raising of a sum of money for the presentation of 

the Vale V.C., and for the Glasgow  Evening News  “Jock’s Box” during the war. 

 “ Russell holds the Vale of Leven, Renton, and Lochlomondside correspondency  for most 

of the Scottish daily and weekly newspapers. A car and several motor-cycles enable him and 

his assistants to keep close to the news, and to maintain the efficient service for which he is 

famed.” 

 It is obvious from the statement above that in the Levenvalley and surrounding areas that Mr 

Russell was looked upon with great respect, and  held in high esteem by his colleagues in the 

journalistic field. It would do little good to try to add to it, suffice to remember with 

fondness, a man who played so much a part in the history of the Vale Of Leven .  

 James Russell Died  on the 7th  September 1941. 

In 1923 the new football competition for schoolboys under eleven years of age, kicked off. 

The tournament was named  “The Vale Of  Leven School boys Football Competition”   (The 

Russell Cup)  and was open to schools in the Leven Valley and surrounding areas.  It was  

run  by  a  Mr Tom  Cornock, Mr William Guthrie  and  a Mr James Russell. 

The competition ran for a period that covered eight decades and was in general a success, 

although it was not without it’s troubles, and on more than once it had to be abandoned  

because of crowd trouble, this in no way detracts from benefits that arose from the 

competition and the part it played in the history of Scottish football, however small that part 

may have been. 

A silver cup donated by Mr James Russell was presented to the winners of the tournament in 

1924 and is engraved with the names of  the teams that won the cup over the years, teams 

from Vale Of Leven, Renton and Dumbarton, names that spring to mind are St Martins , Vale 

Academy, St Mary's, Jamestown, Renton Public, St. Pat’s, McLean Place and Bonhill to 

mention just a few. 

  If we look back into the history of  Scottish football we can see that  Vale Of Leven, Renton 

and Dumbarton were heavily involved. Since the funding of the Scottish Football Association 

in 1873, Renton reached the final in 1875 losing the match to Queen’s Park by 3 goals to nil.  

In 1877 Vale Of Leven meet Rangers in the final. The first game ended in a draw with no 

team able to score. The replay ended up 1-1 and the Vale eventually took the cup, beating 

Rangers 3— 2 in the second replay. The Vale won the cup the following year, beating  Third 

Lanark 1--0 in the final.  

In 1879  the Vale met Rangers  in  the  final  again, the  first match ended in a 1-1 draw. The  

The  Russell Cup 
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Introduction 

Vale won the cup by default, it’s assumed that Rangers didn’t turn up for the replay. Giving the 

results of the matches in the final of 1877 and this final, it appears that back then, Rangers and 

The Vale Leven were evenly matched sides.  

Dumbarton were beaten 3-1 by Queen’s 

Park in the final of 1881. The two teams 

met the following year, with Queen’s Park 

taking the cup again, winning the replay by 

4 goals to one, after the first match ended in 

a draw of 2-2. Dumbarton again reached the 

finals in 1883, this time their opponents 

were The Vale Of Leven. The first tie 

finished up a 2-2 draw. Dumbarton won the 

replay by four goals to one to take the cup. 

The 1885 final was between Renton and the 

Vale Of Leven and  the first match ended in 

a goal-less draw, Renton went on to take the 

title, winning the replay by 3 goals to 1. 

Renton reached the final in 1886 but were 

beaten  by Queen’s Park three goals to one, 

and Dumbarton made the final again in 

1887 but lost to Hibernian by two goals to 

one. 

Renton beat  Cambuslang by six goals to 

one to clinch the 1888 cup final, the same year they went on to beat West Bromwich Albion  in 

a match for the championship of the world. 

The Scottish League was formed in 1890 and 

again the Leven Valley and surrounding areas 

were well represented, with Dumbarton, 

Renton and Vale Of Leven among the eleven 

clubs who joined. Dumbarton went on to share 

the championship with Rangers in the first 

season, and then win it outright in the 1891-92 

season. 

 From the Founding  of the SFA institution in 

1873 to the founding of the Scottish League in 

1890 it is fair to say that clubs from the 

Levenvalley and surrounding areas had done 

pretty   well,   but  when   the  SFA   accepted  

VALE OF LEVEN FOOTBALL CLUB  

 (CUP WINNING TEAM 1877) 
Front row L to R 

Bob Paton, John C McGregor, D Lindsay, Johhny Ferguson, 

 John McDougall, and John C Baird 
Back Row L to R 

William Jamesion, Archie Mitchie, W C Wood, Andy McIntyre,  

Sandy McLintock 

GROUNDS MILLBURN PARK– 

Colours-Blue Strips. First match played 21st December 1872 against 

Queens Park –lost 3-0 

 

RENTON CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD 1888 

Front Row L to R 

Neilly McCallum, H Campbell, James Kelly, J Campbell, 

James McCall, and J McNee 

Middle Row L to R 

Robert Kelso, Andrew Hannah, J Lindsay , Archiebald McCall,  

D McKechnie,  

Grounds `TONTINE PARK RENTON 

One of the first Clubs to join the Scottish Football Association in 

1873-Won the Scottish Cup in 1885 and again in 1888 
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professionalism in 1893 they seemed to do less so, but nevertheless they certainly left their 

mark on Scottish football history. 

   With professionalism the face of football changed, and development of the clubs was 

dependant  on how much money the clubs could afford to spend on the team and the stadium. 

Since, at that time the main source of income was from gate receipts it paid the clubs to keep 

the fans happy eg. happy fans paid to watch their team, unhappy fans stayed away. The clubs, 

on realising this, made great effort to please the fans, and this meant winning, and winning 

meant having the best, having the best for management of the team, management of finances, 

and having the best meant having money. 

 This is a simple view of the football scene, and although today the system is much more 

elaborate, the simple formula holds good. Money = a chance of having the best. Having the 

best = a chance of having more money. 

 Professionalism gave players a way to make a living and took away the pressure of  having 

to earn a wage and play the game at the same time, however, not all professionals earned 

enough to exist on, and their day-time job, so to speak,  was kept going. 

 One thing that never changed was the player's attributes. To be a good player required a 

passion for the game, a commitment to the game, self discipline and a knack for playing the 

game. 

  In 1872, one year prior to the formation of the SFA The Scottish Education Act was passed, 

making secondary education compulsory, and school building began across  Scotland. The 

effect of this in the Levenvalley can be seen in this extract from Norman Duncan’s book, The 

Forgotten  History Of The Vale Of Leven 1698—1998.  “  The Industrialists in a way agreed 

that not all had to be educated to any high standard, after all, 100 labouring men/women 

could be directed and overseen in their work by only two clerks, therefore, only a small 

percentage needed educating!—– By 1872 all that  changed by the passing and introduction 

of the Scottish Education Act, making education compulsory,  the masses were to be 

educated after all and  overseen by a School Board, whose funds were raised through local 

taxes. Some existing school properties were purchased by the board from the owners, and up-

graded, but more importantly, new purpose built schools were to be built. The first two 

schools built were Bonhill School on Main Street and Jamestown School on the Main Street, 

both opening during 1874, remaining fully functional to this day.” 

By 1923, the first season of The Russell Cup, the school building in Scotland was pretty well 

completed, with each area having it’s fair share of schools. Many of these would have had, 

among other things their own football team, with some schools having more than one team. 

e.g. a team for different age groups or different tournaments and the like. Here was a big 

recruitment area for not only Scotland, but south of the border as well, with many boys  

going on from their school team  to play professional football. 

 The Russell cup Produced many a good player, with a fair measure of them making a name 

for themselves on the professional field. Players like Solly O’Hare, Stevie Murray,  Brian 

Gallagher, Ian McColl and many more, all started their playing careers in their local school 

team. We do well to remember that the Russell Cup was last played  in 1995 and the boys 

involved in that year will still be in their teens today. Some could have just started a career in       



Introduction 

professional football but most will going out into  the 

world  to try and earn a living in other ways. They will 

be learning things that will help sustain them 

throughout working their lives. Do you think that forty 

or fifty years from now they will they still remember 

playing in the Russell Cup?. The answer would have to 

be yes, and here is an example of why it should be so. 

In May of 2001 we were standing across from the old 

school in Jamestown, we were hoping  to get a photo or 

two of the  School the way it would have looked in the 

forties, It was a Saturday afternoon and the road was 

pretty busy, and as we stood waiting to get across we 

could see that any view of it would be spoilt by the 

many modern contraptions surrounding the old 

building,  rubbish skips, modern lamps, portacabins 

and road markings, even the burglar alarm would have 

shown any photo to be recent. Just then  a man passed 

and we asked him if this was the original  school for 

Jamestown. He answered, ‘Aye, its been there for over 

a hundred years, I went to it in the forties’. The Russell 

Cup  was mentioned and his eyes lit up and he stuck his 

chest  out wee a  bit and said,  ‘I played in it mate,   I 

remember we beat St Mary’s 2—1 but I cant remember what round that was’. He confirmed 

that this was during the war because he could recall the Clydebank evacuees coming to the 

school, maybe 1944. We only spoke for a couple of minutes and then he left to attend to a bit 

o’ business, but it was easy to see that he was still proud of having played in the Russell Cup 

and the feeling hadn’t waned in over fifty years. 

This is the real value of schools football, a wee bit pride gained through playing for your 

school.  In a world that measures achievement in pound signs, this is a wee gift and one that 

lasts all your life. This is the thanks that we owe Mr Tom Cornock, Mr William Cuthrie  and  

Mr James Russell for The Vale Of Leven School boys Football Competition (The Russell 

Cup)  and although as said earlier, the competition was not without its troubles, did it bring a 

benefit to the Schools in the Levenvalley and  surrounding areas? The answer has to be a 

definite yes!   

                        

                               Ronnie James 

Bernard Boyle 

Ian McColl 

Captained  Scotland  
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The  Russell Cup 

Winners  1923 …To...1995 
 

                                                      St Stephens     1963 

Bonhill                                   1923      Haldane                         1966  not  on Cup 

Bonhill                                   1924      Faifley      1967 

Bonhill     1925      St Peters     1968 

Vale Academy             1926      St Josephs     1969 

Vale Academy             1927      St Josephs     1970 

Main Street   1930      St Peters             1971 

Vale Academy   1931      McLean Place          1972 

Jamestown   1932      St Joseph’s     1973 

St. Mary’s             1934      St Michael’s      1974 

Renton Public   1935      St Stephens     1975 

St Mary’s             1942      St Joseph’s     1976 

Levenvale             1944      St Joseph’s     1977* 

Renton Public   1945      St Stephen’s      1977* 

McLean Place   1946      St Joseph’s     1978 

McLean Place   1947      St Stephen’s       1979 

Leavenvale   1948      St Peter’s     1980 

Jamestown   1949      St Stephen’s       1981 

St Patrick's Castlehill  1950      St Andrews     1982 

McLean Place   1951      St Peter’s     1983* 

McLean Place   1952      St Joseph’s     1983* 

Knoxland             1953      St Stephen’s       1984 

St Martins             1954      Baljaffery Pr.             1985 

St Patrick's Castlehill  1955      St Eunan     1987 

Levenvale             1956      St Mary’s     1988 

St Mary's             1957      St Pat’s        1989 

Levenvale             1958      Baljaffery Pr.     1990 

Levenvale             1959      St Mary’s   Duntocher     1991 

St Mary's             1960      Our Holy Redeemer  1994 

Main Street   1961      Knoxland     1995 

Edinbarnet   1962       

 

These names and dates are inscribed on the Russell cup, but at least one winning  

team’s name doesn't appear on the cup. 

 

*Two names appear for the years  1977 and 1983.  It seems that the final play-off  

couldn't  produce a winner and both teams shared the honours. 
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 1920s 

I n May 0f 1923 a new school football competition for  school boys aged eleven years and 

under, kicked off. The tournament, known as The Vale Of Leven School Boys   Competition, 

and was  run  by a  Mr Tom  Cornock, Mr William Cuthrie and  a Mr James Russell. 

Between May and June of that year all ties had been played and Bonhill emerged the first 

winners of the competition. Bonhill faced Jamestown  in the final and their first meeting, 

played on Friday June 16th at  Millburn park, ended in a 1-1 draw. The replay kicked off the 

following Friday, June 23rd at 7.30 pm, a good sized crowd watched the match and saw 

Bonhill going in at half time 1 goal down, but Bonhill rallied in the second half, scoring 2 

goals to take the title. 

 

Teams involved in the tournament were: 

St Martin’s 

Vale Academy No 1 

Vale Academy No 2 

Renton Public                              

Cardross Public 

Main Street 

Clyde Street 

Gavinburn 

Jamestown  

Bonhill No 1 ( This is the winning team, Bonhill No 2 were beaten 3-0 by St Martins in 

the Second round) 

Bonhill No 2 

 

After the match badges were presented to both teams. A Mr Malloch presented the badges 

and along with a Mr Scott, gave the boys a few words of encouragement, also on the 

presentation committee were the headmaster of  Renton public school, Mr McDonald. He 

spoke up for the boys from Bonhill school, and the assistant headmaster of Jamestown, also a 

Mr McDonald, replied for the losers.  

The following year the same teams entered the tournament, and on the 1st May 1924 the first 

game of the tournament, between Vale Academy No 2 and Gavinburn  kicked off. Gavinburn 

winning the tie 3-0. 

 Renton public, who were to make it through to the final, beat Vale of Leven Academy No 1 

by 1-0. Lamont scoring Renton’s only goal. 

Bonhill had a good win in their first round tie against Main Street, although Bonhill were the 

by far stronger side, Main street fought hard right up to the final whistle, but Bonhill’s 

strength  won through in the end and they  won  the tie 7-0 

Jamestown, last years beaten finalist, lost their semi-final match against the Renton Public, 

and Bonhill thrashed Gavinburn 8-0 in the other semi-final tie.  

Renton Public and Bonhill met in the final and the match aroused great interest in the area. 

On Friday 13th June at Millburn park, the tie was played before a large crowd. Renton fought  
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The  Russell Cup 

hard, but Bonhill were just to strong for them and won 

the match by 3-1 to take the title for the second year 

running. Bowes scored Renton’s only goal, and the 

Bonhill scorers were Duncan, who scored two with  

Miller getting the third. 

Councillor Mr John Barton introduced Mr I Wallace, 

the rector of the Vale of Leven Academy, who 

presented the all boys with badges and the winners 

with a silver cup, he also said a few words for the 

winners. Mr John Andrew, the headmaster of Renton 

Public spoke up for the losers Mr Wallace also 

thanked Mr James Russell for donating the cup to the 

boys.  

The tournament became known as The Russell Cup and ran 

for a period that covered eight decades, and has given 

countless young boys  dedication, motivation and pride. Just 

to be able to walk onto a football pitch in their school 

colour’s was the highlight of many of those boys lives. 

Their dream was to play for the school team in the Russell 

Cup  and it is a credit to the tournament that a considerable 

number of players went on to play professional football, 

both north and south of the border, with some of them going 

on to play for  the  Scottish team.  

 

Bonhill were to win the cup in 1925  to make it three wins in 

a row, but no information  has been found for this particular 

season as of yet, the only thing we can be sure of is 

Bonhill’s name is engraved on the cup itself for the year 

1925, and the final would have been played at Millburn 

Park, ( The Vale Junior’s Home park at the present time) the 

venue for all finals. That is not to say 

that there is no information out there 

somewhere, maybe there is a photo in 

someone’s photo album, or a scrap of paper with 

the date and time of the final, Bonhill’s opponents 

or even what the playing conditions were like. This 

sort of information would be helpful and make the 

record more complete, but is very difficult to obtain as material of this 

sort is more than likely to be in someone’s personal records and it is 

impossible to talk to everyone. 

In 1926  the Vale of Leven Academy  won the trophy, the first of their 

three wins, and here we can see the winning side for that year. There are  

The  Russell Cup 

Bonhill School 

A typical   
Runners-up 

Medal 

 
A typical   

  Winners 

Medal 

 

 

The Russell Cup 
Presented to Bonhill 

In 1924 
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1920s 

several interesting things in 

the photo to take note of; 

Firstly, the team seem to be 

well clad in their football 

strips, especially the boots. 

(notice the way the boots were 

laced and tied) You got the 

impression that those things 

were hard come by in the 

1920s and 30s, with the Auld 

Men of the time making 

statements  like  “ In oor days 

we played in oor bare feet and 

ye learned pretty quick no tae 

toe the ba” or      “ We had 

blisters the size o’ eggs on oor 

feet”  and many more similar 

remarks. In any case you were 

left with the impression that 

most people couldn’t afford 

football boots, and there is a good chance that this would be 

right, most folks couldn't, but the schools involved would run 

all sorts of things  to help pay for the strip and boots. The 

second thing to notice is James McGhie, far right in the back 

row, is wearing a snake belt. We thought that the snake belt 

was a 1950s thing, but this is obviously wrong. It would be 

interesting to know when the first snake belt was produced. 

The third thing is the ball, see how the panels are put together. In the late 1800s 

the panels were put together in much the same way as a beach ball is today, and 

this can just be seen in the photo to the right Compare this with the  photo 

below it  is a blow-up, if you excuse the pun, of the ball in the team photo 

above, and is constructed in a completely different manner, maybe this made it 

stronger and less prone to bursting and keep its’ shape better or whatever, in 

any case the design was forever changing with each change improving the 

performance of the ball, here three more examples, dating from between the 

late forties to the mid sixties. You can see different designs and note also the 

improvement in the quality of the photographs. 

If you look at the photo marked with an arrow you can just see a bit of the lace 

showing. It makes you wonder how many people still remember how to lace up 

a ball. It was an art in itself, it had to be done right to prevent injury. If you 

weren’t good at it you would  be the one who was sent to look for an inflator   

while the rest of the team tried to fixed the ball. Here is a brief outline of the 

theory. The first thing that you had to do was get the ball unlaced  so the inside  

Back Row: L To R 

? Baird.   ???????  James Kelly.( Janitor)  Dan Dow. (Woodwork Teach-

er) James Wallace (Rector)   ???????     James McGhie 

Front Row: L To R 

? McInnes.   A. Baxter.   John McGowan   John Barr.   ? Robertson.        

Duncan Barr.  ? Sloss.    ? Hosie. 
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The  Russell Cup 

tube could be pulled  out and repaired or replaced, 

whatever the case may be. Getting the lace undone was 

no easy matter, and after the whole team had had a go at 

loosening the knots some smart alec would pull out a 

pen-knife and the lace would be cut to bits and the bit of 

string that had been used to tie off the opening of the 

bladder was also cut into bits.  

Once any repairs had been completed somebody’s 

school shoes would be robbed of their laces (see these 

boys with the pen-knives , they always wore wellies) 

and then the fun would start; trying to fold over the 

opening into the inside tube and to get it tied off without 

letting the air out, was no mean feat. It could take some 

considerable time and usually finished up with someone’s finger tied to the ball, but 

eventually it would be tied off and tucked in behind the tongue, then you would start to lace 

the ball up. The first thing to do was cut the wee metal bit off one end of the lace and tie a 

big knot in it, then  the other end of the lace would be feed through the first hole, making 

sure that the knot ended up on the inside. It was then just a matter of crossing over from one 

side of the opening to the other, going down through  the holes on one side and up through 

the holes on the other until you came to the last one, then using a school pencil to tighten up 

each loop of the lace and draw each side of the opening together. Then came the part that 

was difficult to get the hang of, the end lace had to be threaded back through itself No part of 

the lace could be left hanging out and no knots were to be tied in it.  It nearly always ended 

up with a lace that looked as if a drunk sailor had been practicing his knot tying on it. To be 

serious for a moment, it could be pretty dangerous if you were to hit the lace while heading 

the ball so it had to be 

tied properly, and 

when your nine or ten 

years old you just did 

the best you could.   

 

There  must  be 

somebody out there 

who remembers how 

the professionals done 

it, we would be glad to 

hear from you. 

 

 

The Vale Academy 

won the tournament   

 

 

 

The Vale Academy 
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1930s 

again in 1927 and the photo on the previous page is the wining team for that year, there are 

no names to go with this photo but it appears that there haven't been any changes made to the 

team. The same adults  and boys can be recognised from the previous photo. The date on the 

ball confirms that the photo is from1927 and not just another one from1926. 

Because the Russell Cup tournament was for players eleven years and under, none of these 

boys could have been over ten years old when they won the cup for the first time, and after 

the second win some of the players would have been unable to play in the tournament the 

following year because of their age, which would have been disappointing for them. 

Information for the next few years is very scanty in fact from 1928—1933 the only things we 

know for certain is the in 1930 Main Street were the winners. The Vale Academy chalked up 

their third win in 1931 and  Jamestown took the trophy in 1932. This information is engraved 

on the Russell Cup. There in no engraving on the cup for the years 1928 1929 and 1933 We 

have been unable to tell if the competition was even  played during these years and if it 

wasn’t, why not, but the first mention 

of crowd trouble started round about 

this time and this  may account in 

some way for there being no names 

engraved on the cup for the years in 

question. We don’t want to highlight 

crowd trouble at school football 

competitions, but if it was there then 

there is no wish to hide it. So we will 

just tell it as it was.  

 

St Mary’s  were the Russell Cup 

winners for 1934  and the winning 

side can be seen on the right:The 

school strips were green and white 

and two of them were stolen before 

the match, this is why two of the boys 

are wearing  different coloured strips, 

after the match the team was taken 

down to Gallones ice cream shop and 

each player received two McCallums 

for winning the cup. In the photo you 

can see the Christie Shield, another school football  competition .                                                                                                                                      

 

Willie Gallagher here on the right became well known locally for running.                                                     

 

The final stages of the Russell Cup were always played at Millburn Park with 

the lead up rounds being played at the school parks, most schools had their own 

football pitches or at least access to one, but now at this point in time we find 

that all games were to be  played at Millburn because of crowd trouble. Having  

Back Row:L To R 

 Mr  Mochan;  Andy Connolly;  James Gordon ;  John Green;     

W. McComish;   F. Smith;   Tom Hannah;   Mr. Phil Drake; 

Front Row: L To R 

Willie Gallacher;   E. Foy;   Bill Carr;    A McDonald ;  
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all the games played there would 

give some element of control 

compared to the school pitches.  

Hear is another photo of St Mary’s  

1934 Russell Cup winning team, 

this time taken with the team back 

in their school clothes . 

Renton public were the tournament 

winners in 1935 and from then up 

to1941 there is no record of the 

tournament having been played. 

There are no names engraved on 

the cup covering this period, but 

this is no guarantee that the games 

didn’t take place. It might be worth 

noting here that it was the winning school’s responsibility to have their name engraved on 

the cup, and there is at least one occasion in the 1960s where one of the schools didn’t have 

this done, we will say more about this later.  

 

It is unlikely that the Russell Cup’s 1939 season would have been affected  by the onset of 

world war II, but the 1940 season could have been and in 1941 it was cancelled  as  a  direct  

result of the war. Eddie McComish, who played for St Mary’s recalls, “There was no activity 

in the school during the 1941 season due to closure of schools to house Clydebank evacuees” 

This didn’t prevent the school teams from playing football and we assume that the school 

pitches were still available for that end. Maybe the janitors, who were  usually in charge of 

the teams, made arrangements for a friendly match or two, but that is just speculation. 

 

St Mary’s school football team was certainly selected that year as can be seen by the photo 

Dated 1940 It  would safe to assume that they  played some matches, why else would they 

make team selections.  

The  Russell Cup 

 

St Mary’s 1940 

Back Row: 

Jackie McGougon.  Eddie McComish.  Neil 

Timmoney       Michael Gordon.  Billy 

McLeod.        Jack McKenzie.   

Front Row: 

James McEwan.     Thomas Chalmers.  

Charlie Fagan.        Jim  Dempster.  

Peter Sweeney.      Stephen McElroy.. 
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Can anyone recognise the park or the school playground  the boys are playing on here? The 

chimney stack in the back ground is a good point of reference. If anyone has any idea we 

would like to hear from you.  

Another thing to notice about the photo is the chestnut fencing on top of the wall. This would  

normally have been a metal railing. It is known that a lot of the metal railings in the Vale area 

were cut down and used in the war effort. Could this have been one of them?  

                                        St Mary’s Russell Cup Winners 1942 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Semi-

Finals 

St Mary’s      V      Levenvale 

 St. Mary’s semi-final match against Levenvale  was played at Millburn  and St Mary’s won 

the tie 4—1                                                             

The second semi final featured St Martin’s  V  Renton Public 

The match was played at Wylie Park Renton and St Martin’s  emerged winners by  3—0 

The Final 

The match was played at Millburn Park. St Mary’s emerged the winners, beating St Martin’s 

1940s 

Back Row:L. To R.  James Dempster.      James Lochery.         John West. 

Middle Row:            Billy Clancey.          Stephen McElroy.     Peter Sweeney 

                                  Eddie McCormish.   Hugh Gallagher.       Charlie Fagan. 

Sitting:                     M Gorden.                Jim Gallagher   

Back Row:L. To R.  James Dempster.      James Lochery.         John West. 

Middle Row:            Billy Clancey.          Stephen McElroy.     Peter Sweeney 

                                  Eddie McCormish.   Hugh Gallagher.       Charlie Fagan. 

Sitting:                     M Gorden.                Jim Gallagher   



The  Russell Cup 

Hugh Gallacher, one of the boys in St Mary’s Russell Cup team of 

1942  went on to play professional football for Dumbarton and  

Clyde. He is seen here on the right  

 As part of any young player’s training they would have been taught 

how to look after the team’s strips, replace  broken and damaged 

studs, repair the dreaded slow puncture and, make sure that the ball 

had a liberal coating of dubbin, it was the dubbin that helped to keep 

the ball nice and light when the weather was wet, there was nothing 

as bad as heading a ball that was saturated and had a slow puncture, 

especially if you headed the lace. Grown men have been known to  

come-to on the bye line and find themselves reciting Mary had a little 

lamb, or the three times table, after such an event. To crown it all 

they would have a bruise across their forehead that resembled a zip 

and it would take the rest of the season for this to fade. 

Another thing these budding footballers had to learn was how to 

argue with the ref. Well, they must have been taught this because it 

was unheard of for anybody arguing with the ref when we were at 

school. Maybe the fact the referee was usually a Gymnastics teacher 

and was known to always carry 

a sawn off base ball bat in the 

waist band of his shorts, was 

what kept the arguing down. 

Some of these Gym teachers 

were fit, and they were fast.  One was seen racing a 

steam train down the length of the Tontine Park in the 

Renton, he would have won as well, but the big dug that 

was chasing him got fed-up and went hame.  

 It has been mentioned that some the fathers, while 

exercising their right to cheer on their off spring , did in 

fact give the ref a hard time, but that couldn’t be right,  

could it? Umm!   

There were no matches played in 1943 but in spite of 

the war the competition  continued in 1944 with 

Levenvale taking the honours. They  met St. Martin’s in 

the final, and the match was played at Millburn Park 

sometime in June. There were plenty of goals in the  

game and Levenvale eventually won the tie 8—4.   

There is no exact date for the above final but the 

Russell Cup was usually played for between May and 

June with most finals being played in the  second half 

of June. This enabled the tournament to be completed 

before the schools broke for the Summer holidays. 

 Levenvale’s School 

St Mary’s School 
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Levenvale Russell Cup Winners 1944 
 

 

 

 

Renton Public won the trophy in 1945 and  McLean Place took first place in both 1946 and 

1947 seasons 

1940s 
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Back Centre:                               

Mr Andrew Hillhouse (Assit.) 

Third Row:        Bob McKinlay. 

Jack Campbell.   Alec Pirie.    

Sam Trewsdale 

Extreme Left:                              
Mr Jack Feggans (Coach\Trainer)               

Middle Row:      George Curry.  

Jim Alison.          Jackie Stewart.      

Walter Faichney. Robert Cameron.  

Extreme Right:                           

Mr John McKinlay (Assit.)   

Front Row:       Gavin Mathieson.   

Peter Abraham.  John  Campbell.  

Dick Cantley.     Jimmy  Peters.   

Stuart McGookin 

  

The Russell Cup  

Winners 1946 

This photograph  dates 

from 1946 and shows the  

boys of McLean Place 

receiving their medals. 

The gentleman making 

the presentation could be 

a Councillor Gallagher . 

The boy standing to the 

extreme left of the picture 

is holding the Russell 

Cup and the boy in the 

goalie’s jersey is having a 

right good look at his 

winners medal 



The  Russell Cup 

The Russell Cup 1946  Levenvale Team 

The man on the left of this 

photo is Mr Thompson, the 

headmaster of Levenvale 

School and in the centre is 

Mr Feggans the Janitor/

Trainer. Mr Kinloch standing 

to the right also helped to 

train the team. The  only  

name available for the team  

is John Campbell who is 

sitting in the front row with 

the ball at his feet, he went 

on to play for Motherwell.  

There is a good chance that 

some of the players from the 

1946 side also played in 

1947, as it was the usual 

thing for good players to  

carry on playing  until they 

were ‘to old’ for the  

tournament, a good  example 

of this can be seen in the 

1947 Levenvale team here on 

the left  and the 1948 one on 

the next page, as many as 

eight players were selected 

for both seasons, and if you 

look at the Levenvale 1949 

team photo on page 20 you 

will see that J Hillhouse, A. 

Smith and T. Brownlie also 

played during that season. 

The upper age limit for the 

competition was eleven years  

so the three players 

mentioned above could have  

been no older than nine 

during their first season in 

the Russell Cup. Players as 

young as seven have been 

known to take to the field at  

Millburn. This must have  

The Russell Cup 1947 Levenvale 

Back Row: L To R 

J. Kinloch ( Trainer)    G Crawford.   B Oliver    J Maily                  

A Hay   G Smith          J Peterson     J Feggans (Janitor/Trainer 

Front Row: L To R 

J Hillhouse   S Jones   T Brownlie     A Woods   W Paterson 
Some of the players here may  have played  the previous season and that may help 

fill in the missing names in the 1946 photo , but it is difficult to tell just by looking. 
One thing is certain, the goalies are different. Another thing to notice is that Le-

venvale has completely changed the style of  their strips.  
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1940s 

been a daunting experience, consider the size of Millburn Park, it’s The Vale Juniors home 

ground, professional teams have played on it and here you are, seven years old running on to 

play for your school team. To run the length of the park without stopping would have been 

difficult enough, but to come up against players as old as eleven must have been nerve 

wracking, especially if it was a final and there were between three and five thousand people 

watching.  

 

West Bridgend 1947        

 

 

The 1948 final, played at Millburn Park, was between St Pat’s and Levenvale, with 

Levenvale winning the match  1—0  to take the Russell  Cup T Brownlie scored the only 

goal of the game.  
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Mid Back Row:                  

Mr Cameron (Manager) 

BackRow: LtoR       

Mr   ?????    Billy Kennedy.  

Ian McColl.  Walter Forsythe.   

Andy McCulloch. Robert 

Brown. Walter Bisland(Capt.)   

Mr Findlay  (Referee)   

Front Row: L to R       

Billy McCulloch. Joe Barnes.   

James Hunter.     John Brown* 

Billy Vallentine.                  

Alistair  Nugent (Res) 

 

*Robert Brown and 

John Brown were brothers.  

    Levenvale 1948 

Back Row: 

J Feggans.(Janitor)                  

J Hillhouse.     I Forsyth.           

A Hay.             J Maily 

? Ellis              ? McPherson              

G Smith            Mr Thompson 

(Headmaster ) 

Front Row: 

A McDougal     S Jones.   

B Oliver.           A Woods  

T Brownlie 



The  Russell Cup 

Although St Mary’s didn’t make it to the finals in 1948 they still fielded a good team and 

below the team poses for a photo at Millburn Park. Mr Charles McKay, St. Mary’s 

headmaster, is keeping the boys in line  

                                       

                                                             St Mary’s 1948 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice the boys wearing white coloured shorts, while the rest are wearing black ones. There 

could be a good reason for this,  and probably it doesn't apply the same today, but back then 

money for  the strips was hard come by and if any damage occurred  to any item it would 

have been very difficult to have it replaced so they would have used old strips from previous 

years. This didn’t matter  as long as the designs remained the same, but  strip designs did 

change. St Mary’s strip design changed at least three times between the 1930s and the 1950s  

This was usually the cause of a team wearing a mixture of strips. This sort of thing happened 

in many of the schools 

Football strips were not high on a school’s list of things to buy, in fact it was usually left to 

the team and the janitor to finances this sort of thing, and this they did with great vigour. 

Sometimes the whole school would get involved, running all sorts of things ranging from a 

type of Bob A Job week to a sponsored paper chase, from gathering hips and haws to some 

ones baby sister running a wee shop. The things weans will do if they set their minds to it, 

you could write a book on it.  

Did you get involved it this sort of thing? If you did you might like to let us know about it.                               
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St Mary’s 1948 

 Back Row: 

 David   Bradley.   

 John     Law.  

 James   Dunn.      

 Hugh    Boyd 

 Frank   Farmer.                                                             

 John     Flynn 

 

Front Row: 

Pat       Gethin.                    

Jim       Cambell.                  

James   McKerry.          

Jack      Drummond 

Donald  McCallum.   

John      McColl.            

Charlie  McKenzie.  



1940s 

 

Jamestown Russell Cup Winners 1949 

 

 
 

 

Here above the team is back 

at school and posing for a 

photo. The hard work has all 

been done and they have a 

right to feel a bit pleased 

with themselves. This is 

Jamestown’s second  time 

winning the cup. 

 

 

 

On the right a Jamestown 

player  C. Alexander is re-

ceiving the trophy for the 

school, what a proud mo-

ment for the boy and just 

look at the faces in the 

crowd, they’re enjoying the 

moment as well. We can see people of all ages here, it shows how popular the schools foot-

ball competitions were. It has been said that crowds of over five thousand attended some 

Russell Cup Finals. 
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Back Row: L To R  

W. Graham    Janitor     

J Logan         Headmaster  

 

Middle Row: L To R 

R Jackson.     G Caldwell.  

 R Cairns.       J Gilmour.   

J Graham.      B Thompson.       

 

Front Row: L To R 

I Ferguson.       I McDougal.   

C Alexander.   G  McCallum.        

I Thompson. 



The  Russell Cup 

Levenvale. We don’t have any official confirmation of 

this, but if you look at  the group of  boys to the left of the  

cup presentation photo on the previous page, it is obvious 

they are the beaten finalists, and if we compare the strips 

they’re wearing to the ones in the photo  below  It looks 

like a match. Look at the boy in the photo on the previous 

page, the one to the extreme left, you can just see his 

folded arms. Then look at the goalie in the photo below, 

our money is on them being one and the same boy, see the 

black shorts. If you still need convincing, look at the 

figure directly behind the gentleman making the 

presentation, his face is just showing but you can still 

recognise it as Mr  Feggans, Levenvale’s Janitor/trainer. 

Hear is something else to think about, it was usual for the headmaster of the losing finalists  

to present the cup to the winners. Is the man making the presentation the same Mr Thompson 

pictured below?  

 

                                                          Levenvale  May 1949     
 

 

 

Finals were usually played on a Friday night with a kick-off time of  7.30 pm this would 

prevent any clashes with the Vale of  Leven matches, and we suppose that home work and 

the like would have to be taken in to consideration as well. There would be no blaming the 

Russell Cup for unfinished homework. 

Jamestown School  
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Back Row:  L to R 

 

Mr Feggans  (Janitor/ 

Trainer)        J Hillhouse.    

T Brownlie.  M Donald.     

G Smith.       T McKenzie    

P Haggarty    Mr Thomp-

son  H/Master    

 

Front Row: L To R 

A McDougall    R Aitken. 

J   Paton.           M Hughes    

P  Paterson . 

 

 



1940s 

It is perhaps fitting that the last game of the 1940s is brought to a conclusion with a lap of 

honour round Millburn 

Park, and Jamestown’s 

team are enjoying every 

minute of it, and the 

crowd is probably giving 

it, “ Two,  four, six, 

eight, who do we 

appreciate”   

 

These are the memories 

that these young players 

will carry with them the 

rest of their lives. What 

ever else happens  as 

they grow up, they will 

always be able to say, ‘ I 

remember when we won 

the Russell Cup.’ 

 

 

 

Levenvale 1950 

 

There is no date for this photo  of Levenvale’s Russell Cup team , but it has been suggested 

that it is  from 1950 although that is not definite. The one thing we can be sure of is that  St 

Patrick’s (Castlehill) won 

the Tournament this year, 

but we have been unable to 

find any information 

regarding the winners, no 

team members names or 

match results. 

The Russell Cup 1950 

Levenvale 
Back Row 

G Callum W Hamilton  J Nellis  

I Murray  T Dalton   J Brownlie 

 

Front Row 

H Nellis G Gillies  R Costello       

S McLean  I Blair 
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The  Russell Cup 

Davie Thompson 

As seen below 

 refereed  the Russell Cup games in the 1950s and 1960s 

 

Renton Public 1950 

 

Back Row: L to R 

 

Alistair Duff.    David Bruce. 

John Hay.         Drew Craig. 

Malcolm Straiton.                 

Jim McSporran.  Ian Wilson. 

 

Front Row: L to R 

Alan Murray.  John Black.       

Ian McEwan.  Bert McEwan.  

Malcolm McDonald. 
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1950 



 1951 
 

Here is Levenvale’s 1951 Russell Cup team unfortunately they were beaten 2—1 by St  

Martin’s in the earlier rounds. It is interesting to note that on the 9th of June Main Street and 

West Bridge End played a replay match that finished up a 1—1 draw, corner kicks were 

taking into consideration and West Bridge End won the tie with a score line of 1 goal+1 

corner. McLean Place and Knoxland met in the final which McLean Place won by 3 goals   

to 2 
 

 

  

1952 

In the 1952 season McClean Place and Knoxland made it through to the Semi-finals again. There they 

met  St Pat’s ( Castlehill) and the Renton Public respectively McLean Place Beating St Pat’s by 1 

goal to nil. Knoxland lost their tie, the Renton winning by 2 goals to nil. McLean went on to win the 

cup for the second year in a trot. 

Bonhill were beaten in the earlier rounds 

by Main Street with a score line of 2 to 1 

and on the right we can see Bonhill’s 

team for this year 
 

Levenvale  1951 

 

Back Row: L To R 

J Urquhart        B Thompson 

D Campbell       D Milne  

G Calum        P Stewart         

 I  McCarthur 

 

Front Row: L To R 

B Costello         S Dennett           

P McEwan         B Hudson        

A Donald 

 

Trainer/Janitor Mr Feggans 

Bonhill 1952 

Back Row : L to R 

J Glen          J Logan         J Young                

I Wilkie       B Feggans     B Hagan  

E Somerville 

Front Row : L to R 

D Paterson     J Weir         F Owens             

C Briton        H Marshall 

Janitor           Fred Moore 

1950s 
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Levenvale 1952 

 

Knoxland 1953 
After reaching the final stages  of the competition for the third time in three years  

Knoxland eventually took the title when they beat Elgin Street  7—1. It would be another for-

ty two years before their name would be engraved on the trophy for a second time 

Scorers for Knoxland were;  Thompson  2.  Sloan  2.  Reid   2.  Gordon  1. 

Elgin Street,  Graham Scored Elgin’s only goal. 

The  Russell Cup 

 

Levenvale 1952 

 

B Bisland  (Trainer) 

  

J Feggans (Janitor/Trainer) 

 

Back Row L To R 

G Calum ? Robertson  

D Graham ? Crawford  

G Rankin D McNaught 

 

Front Row L To R 

H McCauley  I Gillies  

? Costello  ? Haggarty  

S Dennett   I Urquhart  

  

 

Knoxland 1953 

 

Back Row L To R: 

K Oliver  C Hosie H Beaton 

A Grant   D Attenborough 

W Sloan 

 

Front Row L To R: 

S Lennie     A Thackery 

R Speedie   A Forrest 

B Skinner   H Mair 
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St Martin’s 53 

 

Again we only have a suggestion of a date for this St Martin’s Photo, but it seems to be the 

right date, because the A Dobbin in this photo is the same Tootsie Dobbin  in St Martin’s 

1954 Russell Cup winners team shown on the next page, so the time scale is just about right.  

 
 

Bonhill 1953 
 

 

1950s 

Bonhill 1953 
 

Back : 

A Ward             W Forsyth             

W Thompson    R Ewing                

J McKenzie       B Hagan 

Fred Moore Janitor  

 

Front: 

D Paterson ( Captain)      

J Ferguson      N Clarke                    

J Gaffney        A Cole 

Strips 

Tops    Black top white collar 

and cuffs 

Shorts Black 

Socks  Black and White  hoops 

 

 

St Martin’s Renton 1953 

 

 

Back Row: L to R 

H  McCourt    W McEwan   

R  McNeilly    W Murphy  

W Timmins     J Currie  

W Scullion 

 

Front Row:L to R 

A Dobbin        J Murphy  

L McDermid   G Ryden   

N McDonald  
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The  Russell Cup 

Mclean Place 1954 

                                                                                                                                                              

 

  St Martin’s 54 

 

This is St Martin’s Russell Cup Winners 1954. We have the names to go with this photo, 

however  we are unable to give their position in the photo. What is interesting to note is that J 

McEwan went on to play for Partick, W McCulloch to play for Clyde and H Ryden to play 

for Stockport. 

 
 

St Martin’s 1954 

 

 

Pat Geghan        J O’Hare              

R Graham          J Quinn                   

J Curly               J McEwan  

W McCulloch    H Ryden              

R Brooks           Tootsie Dobbin         

M Harriet 

 
 

  

Mclean Place 1954 

  

Back row: L to R 

Jim McKay, Jim Culen, 

James   McCallion,  

Charlie Lilly, Pat King, 

Ronnie (tiger) Shaw, 

John     McFall (coach) 

 

Front Row L To R 

Tommy Hollern ,  

Stevie    Murray,  

James    McGroarty, 

Johnny  McGroarty,  

Joe        McGroarty 
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1950s 

Bonhill 1954 

In the final this year St Martin’s beat Jamestown  1—0 after extra time to win the cup. The  

Bonhill side pictured below, were beaten in the first round by Castlehill , the score line was  

4—0 

 

Jamestown 1955   

 

This Jamestown  side made it to the semi-finals in 1955 but were beaten 2—1 by  McLean 

Place. St Patrick's of Castlehill won the title this  year. 
 

 

Jamestown 1955   

 

Back Row: 

Mr Conway. ? Baxter      

T Nellis        T Patterson           

P Robertson:   

D McNiven  A Black  

Mr Henderson 

 

Front Row: 

G Dennett:   A McFarlane             

D McIntyre  B Thompson            

A McNiven  J Chalmers: 
 

  

Bonhill 1954 

 

Extreme Left: 

Mr F Moore\ Janitor 

Back Row L to R 

? Thompson    J McPhee 

Middle Row L to R: 

A Montague.  ???? B. Harrison 

I Stott. B Thompson. A Cole 

Front Row L to R: 

B. Moore. J Gaffney. B Young. 

??????  S Jones. 

 

Mr F Moore and B Moore  are 
Father and Son 
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The  Russell Cup 

Here is another photo of Bonhill from 1955. There is no information on how far they pro-

gressed in the tournament this year 

 

Bonhill 1955 

 

Bonhill 1956  

 

Bonhill were league winners in 1956 (This is the same team that played in the Russell Cup) 

But in the Russell Cup they met Main Street in the second round and were beaten 4—1  

Sid Jones plays for the Jones Boys in the local pubs. 

 

Bonhill 1955 

 

 

Mr F. Moore 

Back Row: 

R. Dawson     I. Stott             

J. Young        A  Montague 

??????            B. Harrison 

B. Ballantine.   

Front Row: 

B. Moore.     ??????               

B. Young.     ????????            

J   Young. 
 

Back: L To R 

Joe Proctor (local businessman)  

Alan Hassen (Bonhill minister) 

2nd Row: L To R 

John Kennedy  Donald McGlashion  

John Easdale   

Third Row: L To R 

Mr Moore (Janitor) Billy McDermid  

Robert Dawson Ian Cameron    

Tommy Ferguson Ian Allan  John 

Young   Mr Wilson (Head Teacher) 

Front row: L To R 

Billy Moore Dennis Coll  Billy Young   

Sid Jones   Jim Thompson 

Colour Of Strip: 

Blue Top with orange yolk White 

Shorts, Blue Socks With Orange Top. 
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1950s 

Levenvale 1956 

At Millburn Park Levenvale and Main Street face off in the final of the Russell Cup. and at the  half-

time whistle Levenvale were three goals to nil up. Main Street managed to pull one back just after the 

start of the second half, but Levenvale were just too strong for them and emerged the clear winners.  

Levenvale’s centre-forward, Archie McCaskill is thought to have scored the side’s three goals to give 

him a hat-trick, but this is disputed by David McCormack, who claims that he scored one of the goals, 

with McCaskill getting just the two. In either case McCaskill was voted the man of the match.  

McKenzie scored Main Street’s only goal. Levenvale’s team made a tour of the district. 

 

It is interesting to note the small cup just below the Russell Cup, in the photo above . This could have 

been the trophy for the five-a-side tournament that the local schools competed for. We remember the 

competition, but can’t recall much 

detail as to how and when it took 

place. 

 

This is another photo of 

Levenvale’s 1956 winning side, 

although it is from an earlier round. 

It has been taken  in front of the old 

club house in Millburn Park.  

Notice the piece missing on the  

stand that is holding up the roof, 

the white arrow is pointing to it. 

This has went missing between 

1952 and 1953. It can be clearly 

seen in the Levenvale 1952  photo, 

But is absent a year later  in the 

Knoxland 1953. 

Levenvale 1956 

 

Back Row: L To R 

  

Mr Andrews H/Master.  

Jim Murdoch.            Louis Thain.  

Duncan  Weir.           Tom Wilson  

Campbell Crawford  Jim McNiven 

Mr Feggans/ Janitor  

 

Front Row: L To R 

Robert McKellar  David McCor-

mack.                 Archie McCaskill.      

Bobby  Wood.   Bruce McKenzie.    

Willie Lindsay 
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The  Russell Cup 

Main Street 1956 

This is the side that were beaten by levenvale in the 1956 final 

Jamestown   1956 

 

Jamestown’s team were beaten 3 goals to 1 by the Main Street side above, but just what 

round that was is unknown.  

 

Jamestown     1956 

  

Teachers Left To Right: 

Mr Conway    M  Hendeson           

??????? 

 

Gordon Baxter Alex McNiven       

Ian Ross           Robert Wells 

Tommy White  Paul Black  

G Stirling          Davy Kerr  

Roddy Johnstone    

C McLaughlan  

John  Chalmers 
 

 

Back Row: L To R  

Peter    McLaren (Trainer)  

Alan     Craig    

Syd       Miller   

Willie   Eadie    

Lenny   Collinson     

George Lamont   

Dougie Eadie 

 

Front Row: L To R  

Ewan       McKenzie  

Hamish    Stirling     

Jackie      Stewart   

Sandy      McAuslin   

Bobby     McGowan 
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1950s 

St Mary’s 1957 

On the 24th June 1957  St Mary’s and Main Street met in the final of the Russell Cup. The 

game was well attended, and St Mary’s won the tie by three goals to nil. 

Ian McColl of Rangers and Scotland presented the cup to the winners, and handed out medals  

to all the boys.  

The goal scorers for St Mary’s were, Dolan , Gilfeather and Murray.(Unclear Which Murray) 

 

Main Street 1957 (Losing Finalists) 

St Mary’s 

Left:   Mr Charlie Friel 
(Teacher) 
Right: Mr Charles McKay 
(Headmaster) 

Back          Front  

F Ward               J Docherty 

J Kane                B Gallacher 

M Murray         J Murray Cap 

J Bradley            J Dolan  

T Markwick       T Davis 

J Gilfeather          

? Rodgers  
 

St Mary’s also won the the League 

Shield and the five-a-side cup this 

year. 

Main Street  

 

Back Row: L To R 

G Lindop            A Sheilds 

J Fleming           G McInnes          

S Miller              I Collinson  

 

Front Row: L To R 

E McKenzie     D Stewart  

D Currie           A McCauslin     

J Eadie (Capt 

 
The Boy  standing on the left is  

R  O’Neill 
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The  Russell Cup 

Bonhill 1957 

 

 

 

Bonhill 1957 

 

Back Row: L To R 

Mr Moore ( Janitor) 

J. McPhee.     N Leitch 

A McCarroll. D Mason 

?———–       ? Bell 

 

Front Row: L To R 

?————  ?———– 

G Barr        J Young 

N Jones 

 

Main Street School 

 

Main Street School, Alexandria, was also called 

Mushet's after a Headmaster who served there. It was 

built around 1850. It was knocked down some forty 

years ago 

Renton Public School 

Renton Public was built in 

the late eighteen hun-
dreds and Knocked down 

the  early 1970s. The old 

well and it’s canopy still 

stands today. 
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The  Russell Cup 

 

1950s 

Levenvale 1958 

Levenvale beat  St Pats (Castlehill ) in this years Russell Cup Final. They went in after the 

first half leading three goals to nil, McKellar scoring  twice, one from the penalty  spot and 

the other from a Lindsay corner. Busby scored the third. Castlehill Managed to pull back two 

in the second half, but Levenvale emerged the winners with a score of three goals to two. Le-

venvale won all but one of their twelve matches played this year. 

               

 

The Russel Cup 1958 

Levenvale 

 

Back Row. L to R 

Mr Andrews (Headmaster)

Mr Feggans (Janitor/

Trainer) 

Middle Row. L to R 

R Donachie     S Houston    

J Smith            R Proctor      

J McNiven      A McFarlane 

J Ritchie 

Front Row. L to R 

W Lindsay      R McKellar  

J Thompson    G Steel  

J Busby 
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Here we see young John 

McNiven (Fifth in the 

middle row in the photo 

above) in the centre of Ib-

rox Stadium being present-

ed to Ian McColl of  Rang-

ers and Scotland. Mr  An-

drews and Mr Feggans are 

looking on. This is a proud 

moment for the young boy. 

It is worth a mention here 

that  Mr Feggans has been 

in charge of the Levenvale 

School team for at least 

fourteen years. 



The  Russell Cup 

Main Street 1958 

Main Street were beaten by Hartfield in the second round. Hartfield lost out to St  Mary’s in 

the third round and St Mary’s  eventually lost their semi-final tie against Levenvale by two 

goals to nil. Levenvale took the honours.   

Levenvale 1959 

Levenvale won the Russell Cup and were league champions in 1959 and this year they have a 

new Janitor, a Mr Moore who is seen here standing second on the left next to Mr Andrews 

the headmaster. On the extreme right is Mr Feggans who managed the team for many years. 

The rest of the adults are unknown at this time. 

Bobby Kerr was captain of Sunderland FA Cup winning team. Drew Busby played for many 

Clubs. He scored last the ever goal for Third Lanark who went out of the game in the sixties. 

 

 

Main Street 1958 

 

Back Row L to R 

D Stewart.    R O’Neil.  

? Bisset.        ? Brown.  

? Harkins.     

 

Front Row L to R 

 

A Kelso.     B McColl.                

J Eadie.       F Tatlow.     

J Struthers 

 

 

 

Levenvale 1959 
 

 

R Donnachie    C Connoly   

J Rankin           R Dobson    

M Davidson     I Knox   

J McCallum      C Stuart     

B Kerr              D Busby   

S Campbell      T Gallacher 
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1950s 

The boys of Levenvale pose 

for a photo before the 1959 

final. 

This part of Millburn park, 

just in front of the old 

clubhouse, was a favourite 

spot for team photos. Just 

think of  how many boys 

have had their photo taken 

here. It must run into many 

thousands.  

In its first year The Russell 

Cup had a minimum of 

eleven teams, if you count 

twelve  boys per team 

including one sub, you have a 

possible of 132 boys who 

might have posed here for 

photos, and that is just one year. At this point in time the Russell Cup is in its thirty seventh 

season, so the number of players involved is considerable. 

 

 

Here is another photo of  Levenvale’s 1959 cup winning team, this time they are pictured in 

the school gym hall. 

On the road to the final  Levenvale  beat Our Holly Redeemer by four goals to one. In the 

third round  they beat St Eunan’s by six goals to nil. They met Main Street in the semi-final, 

winning by four goals to 

two. 

Their opponents in the 

final were thought to be 

St Stephen’s but this is 

not definite. No score line 

is known. 

Hughie Gallagher  of  

Dumbarton Football Club 

presented the cup to the 

boys. Hughie played in 

St. Mary’s Russell Cup 

winning team in 1942. 

This was the last time 

Levenvale would see their 

name on the cup. 
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The  Russell Cup 

Jamestown 1959 

It has been suggested that Knoxland  beat Jamestown  2—0 in the 1959 tournament, but it is 

hard  to see how  the  two teams  could  have  met  this   season.  Jamestown  Beat St Mary’s 

(Duntocher) by two goals to nil in the second round, While Knoxland were beaten by Main  

Street in the same round. Jamestown were eventually beaten by Hartfield by two goals to nil 

Hartfield played either St Stephen’s or Kilbowie in the semi-final but these results are 

unknown. 

Renton Public 1959 

Renton Public were beaten three goals to one by St Eunan’s. This was in the second round. 

 

Jamestown 1959 

 

Back Row: L To R 

Danny Wallace.   Davie Scott. 

John McGeachie.   Dougie 

Rankin. Ian Roy  Colin Elliot.     

 

Front Row: L To R 

Raymond Baxter. Alistair Gibb   

Eric Turnner. ( Captian)                                

Pete Miller.  Alan Wilson       
 

Renton Public 1959 
 

Back Row: L To R 

 

Billy Winthrop. Robert Wilson. 

John Clark.        Hugh Wood.  

Andy Miller.     Hugh McLean. 

 

Front Row: L To R 

 

Billy Clarke.        Ian Fleming.  

Stuart McEwen.  Alec McRae. 

Drew Thomson. 

Kneeling.  

Tom White. 
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1950s 

 

St Pat’s  1959 (Castlehill ) 

St Pat’s lost to  Haldane in the first round by a score line of two goals to one.  

    

 

Castlehill 1959 

Back Row : L To R 

T McDonald  F Law   

J Diamond   N Scullion  

F Porter   

J Watters (Teacher) 

 

FrontRow : L To R 

F Sharp       J McCourt    

G O’Neil    Jnr. Owens   

M Law 

 

Strips  
Tops  Green and Yellow 

Hoops 

White Shorts 

Green and Yellow Socks 
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St Mary’s  1959 

 

 

Back Row: 

Callanin,   Gallacher.  

Dunn.       Farmer  

Bradley.   Reilly 

 

 

Front Row: 

Scullion    Currie 

Gwilt (Capt.)   O’Reil-

ly.  Flynn 



The  Russell Cup 

St Mary’s 1960  

This season the tournament began with Faifley beating Dalreoch by two goals to one. Main  

Street took on Jamestown, winning the match by three goals to two. 

St Mary’s  started their campaign by beating McLean Place four goals to one, in the first 

round, then went on to beat Levenvale by four goals to one, Haldane  5—1 and Knoxland 

2—1 to  run out winners of the competition. 

Renton Public 1960 

There is no information  on Renton’s fixtures or how far  they progressed this season.  

 

St Mary’s 1960  
 

Back Row: L To R 

Mr Rainey.     G Duffy.  

E Gildae.        D McGhee.  

F Westwater.  J  McColl.    

G Mullin.       D McLaughlin. 

Mr McKay. 

 

Front Row: L To R 

E Reid.            B Boyle.  

N McDonald.  G Ford  

M Frew.          A McNicol  
 

 

Renton Public 1960 

Centre Rear : 

Headmaster Mr McGregor 

 

Back Row:  L To R 

J Clark             I  McNaught 

D McGregor   T  White 

R Andrews     C  McLean 

D Stewart 

 

Front Row:  L To R 

J Pentland       A  James 

I Fleming       M  Dennett 

A McCrae. 
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1960s 

Main Street 1961 

 

Main Street and Haldane played out the final at Millburn Park. Mundell scores 3 for Main 

Street  and Dennett scores for Haldane  to  make the score three goals to one at half-time.  

Adams scores near the end of game to make it  a 4—1 victory for Main Street. 

 Main Street’s last win was 31 years ago and the present headmaster, Mr Ian McCrae Played 

at inside left in that game  

Haldane 1961 

The Losing finalists of 1961. All but one of the player’s names are listed below, but there is 

little information  on any of the teachers. The teacher to the extreme left is Mr Alistair  

Henderson, headmaster at Haldane School 

Mr D Thompson refereed the game, his photo is on a previous page  

 

Haldane 1961 

 

I Anderson G Ross.  

E Cameron  A Jones 

J Black . D Dennett. 

R Cook. I Robb.  

H McAlpine.  

D Methven.  

T Carmichael 

T Frew 

 

Main Street1961 

 

Janitor: ????? 

 

Headmaster: 

Mr McCrae 

 

Team: 

Compton        McColl                                                                

B. Adam        Livingston                              

McInnes         Smith                           

Murdoch        Smillie                 

Mundell        Adams     

Brown 
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The  Russell Cup 

In 1962  Edinbarnet won the cup, beating Linvale in the first semi-final. St Pat’s (Castlehill) 

won their semi-final match against Knoxland, but went down to Edinbarnet in the final. 

The Russell Cup of 1963 ended with a win for St Stephen’s. Both Knoxland and Edinbarnet 

made it to the semi-final stages again. Bonhill was the other team to make it through to the 

last four. 

About this time letters start appearing in the Lennox Herald expressing concern about the 

behaviour at Russell cup games, and on Monday Evening the  25th April 1964 during a tie 

between Renton Public and St Mary’s disturbances broke out on the terracing . Both teams 

had to be kept in the dressing room after the match until it was safe for them to leave. 

Mr McGregor, the headmaster of Renton and Mr Friel, a teacher at St Mary’s both expressed 

their disgust at this behaviour 

Duncan James who played in goal for the Renton Public recalls the incident. “During the 

game crisp bags filled with ashes and stones were continually thrown on the pitch. On the 

terracing fighting was taking place, adults as well as youngsters were involved. After the 

final whistle the pitch was invaded, and we were kept in the dressing room until this all 

quietened down”. 

After these incidents the Vale Juniors committee decided to abandon the tournament. Mr W 

Brechin, match secretary said “ The committee were prepared to hand over the cup to the 

schools so they might compete without spectators and he would like to thank who had 

assisted, attended and enjoyed the games throughout the years, but now there is no pleasure 

for spectators or stewards. It’s a shame that such sportsmanship has been spoiled by idiots”.  

 It isn’t clear what happened to the Russell Cup from this point onwards, some say that it was 

indeed played without spectators, as suggested by the Vale Juniors committee, others that it 

was played in a different format.  

 The strongest information seems to suggest that the winners of the school football leagues in 

Vale of Leven, Dumbarton, Helensburgh and Clydebank areas, took part in play-offs to 

decide the Russell Cup winners. 

What is certain is that a competition for the cup continued right up to 1995, but it would 

never again see the successes of previous years.  

 

 

Haldane were the next team to win the cup, 

although their name is not engraved on it. 

The winning side is seen on the right.     

Haldane 1966 

 

B Montague. L Easton. B Cameron.    ??????  

D Hunter.      B Robertson. G McIntyre 

F Smith.        A Robertson. J McKay.  

R Paton.        G Pembleton.  

Peter McLaren Helper 
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Bonhill Team 1966  

 

Back Row 
Allan Broom   Joe Ryan   

Billy Lees   Andrew Bal-

lantyne        Mr Melvin 

Janitor 

 

Front Row 

? Murray   Jim Brown  

(Capt.)       Roy Thorton    

J McGee 
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The  Russell Cup 

 

 

Haldane won  their league 

in 1967, but it is not known  

how far they progressed in 

the Russell Cup. Faifley 

took the trophy this year. 

Haldane 1967 

 

Back Row: L To R 

D.Gillies. G McGaffin. D. Hunter. A. Mather. L. Easton. R. Tompson 

 

Front Row: L To R 

C. McKenzie S. Rafferty. B. Robertson. G McIntyre A. Haining. I McEwan 

 

St Peter’s won the competition in 1968 this was the first of their four wins, and the 

following year St Joseph’s notched its first of seven wins, an all-time record. 



 

 

 

In 1970 Levenvale team won the League and the Alex Jackson cup. How far they went in the 

Russell Cup is unknown. 

 

 

 

Mr Moore, Levenvale’s  

Janitor can still be recognized 

in the picture on the right, but 

no other names are available.  

Mr Moore has been in charge 

of Levenvale’s team  since 

1959 and continued with the 

team until at least 1973.  

Before he came to Levenvale  

Mr Moore had been janitor at 

Bonhill Primary School, and 

had been in charge of 

Bonhill’s Russell Cup team 

from 1952  until his joining 

Levenvale in 1959. 
 

Levenvale 1970 

 

Millburn Park 

 

A view from inside 

Millburn park.  

Russell Cup Finals 

were played here right 

up to the early 1960s. 

Some of those finals 

could boast of gates 

between three and five 

thousand; numbers that  

would be  appreciated  

today. 

School sports days 

were also held here. 
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The  Russell Cup 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

        Levenvale 1973 

1970s 
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Bonhill 1971 

 

Back Row: L To  R  

Sandy Begg (injured Capt.) 

Douglas Castairs           Bil-

ly Erskin.  James Lilly   

Billy Oliver.  Ian Proctor. 

Kenneth McBride. (capt.)  

 

Front Row: L To R 

James McCarrol           

James Scott.    Ricky Anton. 

Stephen Gillies. Craig Glen. 

Ian McFarlane. (Sub.)  

Bonhill 1971 

 

The captain of Bonhill, 

Sandy Begg, shakes hands 

with the captain of the 

oppositionin the   Dillichip 

park. The opposing side is 

unknown at this time. 

Mr Moore is still in charge 

of the team but no other 

names are known . 

There is no sign of any 

trophies in the picture but it 

might have been taken at 

the beginning of the season. 

Levenvale could have still 

won their league this year 

and in that case could have 

entered the play-offs for the 

Russell Cup, but they 

certainly didn’t win it. St 

Joseph’s won this year, and   

this is their third win. 



 

This photo of the Christie Park, formerly  The Vale  Academy, takes us back to the begin-

nings of the Russell  

Cup . In the 1920s the 

Academy won the cup 

three times but their 

name never appeared on 

the cup after that. Could 

this team have changed 

that?  Did they win the 

league and become eli-

gible to enter the play-

offs for the Russell 

Cup? They certainly 

won two trophies in 

1986, these can be seen 

in the photo. This might 

just be speculation but 

its a bit strange that 

every year of the 1980s 

is engraved on the cup 

but 1986  is missing. Is it possible they won the cup but didn’t have their name engraved on 

it? we know this happened with at least one team before. The only person known in this pho-

to is Willie McDonald who is standing second from the right in the middle row         

 

It was thought that the Russell Cup’s days had ended after the Vale Juniors abandoned the 

tournament in 1964, but as we have seen it continued right up to 1995 although  it was played 

under a different format. 

If you talk to people who had played in it under the new format they mention that it was still 

the cup to play for, and looked on it as a sort of champion of champions trophy, but players 

of the pre 1964 era mourned the loss of the original  competition and the big crowd finals in 

Millburn Park.  

The Russell Cup ran from 1923 to 1995 and despite some problems, it was a source of great 

excitement and pride  for countless of thousands of schoolboys throughout the Levenvalley 

and surrounding areas. This can be said of all schools football competitions, but when you 

talk to people that have played in the Russell Cup, you come away  with the feeling that it 

was something special, it was just that wee bit different  

When ever it gets mentioned it still causes a bit of excitement. There has been  many a heated 

debate ( argument) on  what team won what and who they beat, and what the score was and  

who scored  this winning  goal, or who caused this foul or that penalty.  It is amazing!  you 

just have to mention the Russell cup in one of the local pubs and before you know it half a 

dozen men will be talking about their memories of the competition.  

The  Russell Cup 

Christie Park  (Old Vale Academy) Thought to be 1986 
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There has been some talk of getting  it started up again as a tournament for the local schools 

and this might be worth the looking into, it would  surely be nothing but a benefit to the kids 

in the district, if past experience is anything to go by it is bound to be a success. Whether it 

would have the same attraction as in previous years, remains to be seen, but it has great pos-

sibilities. If you doubt this  then just look at the youngsters in the photo  of Knoxland’s Rus-

sell Cup  team below . This is the last side to win the cup and just take a look at their faces, 

see that pride in their eyes This is what the Russell cup was all about, a wee bit pride gained 

through playing in your school football team, and memories that will last a life-time. There is 

a good chance that if you were to meet any of these boys thirty or forty years from now, and 

asked them about The Russell Cup, you would see a wee light come into their eyes, they 

would stick their chest out a wee bit and reply, ’Aye , I remember playing in it for Knoxland. 

That would be back in 1995,we won it that year’————— 

1990s 

Knoxland 1995  
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Back Row: L To R 

Craig Richmond.  Stephen McCrum.  Gavin Clarke.  Craig Thomson.  Ross Clephane.  Neil Ferguson.       

Craig Gibson . 

Front Row: L To R 

Graig Dryden.  Alan Paton.  Richard Hill.  Euan Anderson.  Adam Jamieson.  Iain Boyd. 

Adam Jamieson. Played for Partick Thistle   
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